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Abstract—Subspace Learning is one of the most useful tools
for image analysis and recognition. A large number of such
techniques has been proposed utilizing a-priori knowledge about
the data. In this paper, new Subspace Learning techniques
are presented that use symmetry constraints in their objective
functions. The rational behind this idea is to exploit the a-
priori knowledge that geometrical symmetry appears in several
types of data, such as images, objects, faces, etc. Experiments
on artificial, facial expression recognition, face recognition and
object categorization databases highlight the superiority and the
robustness of the proposed techniques, in comparison to standard
Subspace Learning techniques.

Index Terms—Subspace learning, symmetry constraints, prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminant analysis
(LDA), clustering based discriminant analysis (CDA).

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual information is an important part of our daily life. As
a result, visual information is exploited in many applications
such as robotics, multimedia retrieval and face or object recog-
nition. Many of these applications exploit Subspace Learning
(SL) techniques, which have been employed in many computer
vision and pattern recognition tasks [1], [2], such as image
retrieval, face detection, face recognition, facial expression
recognition and object recognition. Such techniques project
the high-dimensional data on low-dimensional spaces and,
thus, can be employed for dimensionality reduction, data
visualization and compression, as well as a main preprocessing
step in pattern classification and clustering. The adoption of
SL techniques leads to methods which are faster, use less
memory and have improved classification performance. All
SL techniques are based on the optimization of a given
objective function to calculate projection matrices. Various
objective functions have been proposed to this end. Many of
them exploit a-priori knowledge related to data nature (e.g.,
illumination, geometry) and/or dataset structure (e.g., classes
and subclasses).

A fundamental category of the SL algorithms is unsu-
pervised. The most well known SL algorithm is Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [3], [4]. PCA projects the data
along the directions of maximum data variance. Independent
Component Analysis [5], [6] does not require the projection
directions are orthogonal to each other. Instead, it tries to
find directions, where the data projections are independent

from each other. Locality Preserving Projection (LPP) [7], [8]
tries to preserve the local structure of the data space during
dimensionality reduction. Non-negative Matrix Factorization
(NMF) [9] is a data decomposition algorithm, which requires
that both the projection vectors and the related coefficients to
be non-negative. Most of the above SL algorithms have been
represented in the graph embedding framework [10].

Another SL category called Discriminant Analysis (DA)
methods is supervised and uses the data class label infor-
mation. The most popular supervised SL technique is Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [11], [12], [13], which seeks
for a linear subspace, where the projected data classes are
optimally discriminated. LDA-based techniques have been
successfully used in many computer vision applications, such
as human face recognition [14] and facial expression clas-
sification [15]. In [16], a discriminant NMF algorithm has
been proposed, which achieves data decomposition, while
increasing the between-class data dispersion and decreasing
the within-class dispersion. In [17], a LPP algorithm was
proposed, which takes into account discriminant information
to compute the optimal discriminant projection subspace. Two
normalized versions of PCA and LDA have been proposed
in [18] that use class information to preserve the local data
structure. The above algorithms assume that each class consists
of a single cluster (subclass). However, if a class is divided into
two or more subclasses, the above algorithms do not achieve
the desired performance. To overcome this deficiency, two
LDA-like algorithms, called Clustering based Discriminant
Analysis (CDA) and Subclass Discriminant Analysis, were
presented in [19] and [20], respectively. They take into account
cluster information to compute the between-class and within-
class scatter matrices, in order to enhance the class separability
in the new projection space. Other techniques [21], [22] aim to
identify a low dimensional projection subspace which ensures
that the margin between the projected data of different classes
is maximal.

All the above algorithms handle vector data and ignore the
fact that such data often have specific geometric structure.
Tensor object can be used to describe such structures. For
example, an image is a second-order tensor, whereas a video
is a third-order tensor. Algorithms similar to PCA [23] and
to LDA [24], [25] have been proposed for representing kth-
order tensor objects. Also, new algorithms which use two-
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dimensional data (images) as input and are extensions of
PCA [26], LDA [27] and LPP [28] have been proposed.
In [29], SL algorithms based on tensor representation were
proposed, which use the spatial information of the images,
adding Laplacian constraints in objective functions, in order
to generate projection vectors that are spatially smooth.

In practise, data class information is often unavailable.
Furthermore, the training set may consist of both labeled and
unlabeled data. In [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], semi-supervised
extensions of SL algorithms have been proposed, which use
all available data (both labeled and unlabeled) to learn optimal
discriminant subspaces. Other common problems, which dete-
riorates the performance of SL algorithms, are data noise (e.g.,
due to occlusion, illumination variations) and lack of image
registration (alignment). To overcome such problems, robust
extensions of SL algorithms have been proposed in [35], [36],
[32], [37], [38], [39].

Fig. 1. Symmetry is in machines, textures, crystals, molecules, flowers.

The images depicted in Figure 1 have a common feature
exhibited in nature: geometrical symmetry. Symmetry is every-
where: from natural objects such as crystals, leaves, flowers,
animals, to human constructions e.g., buildings, machines,
computer graphics. Thus, there is no surprise that human
vision has evolved to detect symmetric patterns [40].

Symmetry has been used in many scientific fields. Sym-
metries have been used in differential equations [41], in
order to reduce the total number of independent variables. By
introducing symmetry constraints in eigenanalysis, frequency
estimation is improved, as has been shown in [42]. In the
design of analog circuits, some modules are required to be
placed symmetrically, in order to avoid the high offset volt-
ages, because of the bad layout from parasitics and to reduce
the circuit sensitivity to thermal gradients. In order to restrict
the overlaps between modules, various optimization methods
have been developed, which use the symmetry constraint as a
penalty term in the cost function in [43] and [44]. Symmetry
is used in search algorithms, so that only unique solutions are
returned. Symmetry constraints are used, so that the symmetric
versions of the failed part of the search space will not be
considered in future [45].

The symmetry of the human face and other objects has
also been used in computer vision. One symmetry measure
has been proposed in [46] that computes a symmetry map
of an image, which can be used for extracting and grouping
interest points. A gait recognition method employing human

motion symmetry, has been proposed in [47]. Shape recon-
struction, which exploits the fact that the occluded surfaces
of a symmetric object can be reconstructed using object
symmetries has been presented in [48]. A method for 3D
face authentication and recognition has been proposed in [49]
which computes three interest points of the nose of a face,
using both the facial surface and symmetry. It was shown that
these points can determine a unique face. In [50], the authors
have defined two types of facial asymmetry measures to select
automatically local facial regions, which are stable to facial
expression variations. Furthermore, they combined asymmetry
information with PCA and LDA dimensionality reduction, for
human identification. A similar method for facial expression
recognition has been presented in [51]. A human face and
facial feature detection method, which uses symmetry-based
cost functions in order to find the eye/nose/mouth locations
for face detection was described in [52].

Such methods use the knowledge that the image structure
can be symmetric for computing interest points or specific
regions. In the case of SL algorithms, we would expect that
the image data symmetries are preserved during projection.
However, this is not always true, either due to the small num-
ber of data samples, or data noise (occlusion, illumination),
or both. In this paper, the main goal is to use the a-priori
knowledge on data symmetry, in order to learn projection
subspaces equipped with more robustness and generalization
ability. This is performed in a novel way, by adding symmetry
constraints in the objective functions of the SL algorithms.
Thus, we propose new SL algorithms based on the standard
PCA, LDA, CDA and their combinations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
the standard SL algorithms are reviewed. Section III introduces
the symmetry constraint and the proposed symmetric exten-
sions of the SL algorithms. In Section IV, the experimental
results of the proposed algorithms are compared with those of
the standard SL ones. Finally, some concluding remarks are
given in Section V.

II. SUBSPACE LEARNING

In this section, we provide a brief review of standard SL
techniques, namely PCA, LDA, CDA. In the following, the
image set X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xN} contains sample images
xi ∈ Rm×1 in vectorized form. The projection vectors are
denoted by w ∈ Rm×1. The total number of samples in the
image dataset, the total number of image classes and the mean
vector of the entire image dataset are denoted by N , c and
µ, respectively. The initial dimensionality of the samples is
denoted by m, while the dimensionality of the projection space
is denoted by m′ (typically m′ << m).

A. Principal Component Analysis

PCA [3], [12] tries to find projection vectors w that maxi-
mize the variance of the projected samples yi = wTxi along
w, for better data representation. If we define the total scatter
matrix ST as:

ST =

N∑
i=1

(xi − µ) (xi − µ)T , (1)
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the objective of PCA is to find the transformation matrix W =
[w1,w2, ...wm′ ] that maximizes the trace of ST :

J(W) = argmax
W

tr[WTSTW]. (2)

The solution of (2) is equal to the solution of following
generalized eigenvalue decomposition problem:

ST ·w = λ ·w, (3)

when retaining the m′ eigenvectors of ST that correspond to
the m′ largest eigenvalues. The eigenvector that corresponds to
the largest eigenvalue projects the samples along the direction
of maximal variance. Any sample xi from the initial space can
now be approximated by a linear combination of the m′ first
eigenvectors to produce a new m′-dimensional vector. We can
choose m′ such that the sum of the m′ largest eigenvalues is
more than a percentage P% of the total eigenvalue sum.

B. Linear Discriminant Analysis

In contrast to PCA, LDA [53], [54] determines projection
vectors w along which the data classes are well separated. For
this reason, the between-class scatter matrix:

SLDA
B =

c∑
i=1

(µi − µ) (µi − µ)
T (4)

and the within-class scatter matrix:

SLDA
W =

c∑
i=1

ni∑
k=1

(
xi
k − µi

) (
xi
k − µi

)T
, (5)

are defined. xi
k is the k-th sample in the class i and µi, ni

are the mean vector and the number of samples in class i,
respectively. The objective of LDA is to find the transformation
matrix W that maximizes the ratio of the trace of the between-
class scatter to the trace of the within-class scatter matrix:

J(W) = argmax
W

tr[WTSLDA
B W]

tr[WTSLDA
W W]

. (6)

The solution of (6) is approximated [55], [56] by the following
generalized eigenvalue decomposition problem:

SLDA
B ·w = λ · SLDA

W ·w, (7)

by keeping the m′ eigenvectors that correspond to the m′

largest eigenvalues. Because SLDA
B is the sum of c matrices in

(4) of rank one or less and only c−1 of these are independent,
the maximum number of nonzero eigenvalues is equal to c−1.
Consequently, the upper bound on m′ is c− 1.

C. Clustering based Discriminant Analysis

LDA is optimal when the samples of each class are gen-
erated from a normal distribution [57]. However, in many
applications the classes consist of several clusters (also called
subclasses) and follow multimodal data distributions. In such
cases, LDA is not the optimal projection. CDA [19] determines
projection vectors w, so that the corresponding clusters are

well discriminated after the projection. The between-cluster
scatter and the within-cluster scatter matrices are defined by:

SCDA
B =

c−1∑
i=1

c∑
l=i+1

di∑
j=1

dl∑
h=1

(
µi

j − µl
h

) (
µi

j − µl
h

)T
, (8)

SCDA
W =

c∑
i=1

di∑
j=1

nij∑
k=1

(
xij
k − µ

i
j

)(
xij
k − µ

i
j

)T
, (9)

where di is the number of clusters in class i, xij
k denotes

the kth sample of the jth cluster in class i and, µi
j , nij are

the mean vector and the number of samples in the ith cluster
of class i, respectively. The objective of CDA is to find the
transformation matrix W that maximizes (6), where SLDA

B ,
SLDA
W are replaced by SCDA

B , SCDA
W , respectively. In this case,

the solution of (6) is again approximated by (7). If the total
number of the sample clusters is d the upper bound on m′ is
d− 1.

D. Principal Component Analysis plus Discriminant Analysis

The Discriminant Analysis (DA) techniques (LDA, CDA)
are very prone to the ’small sample size’ problem [1]. In order
to overcome this problem an alternative has been proposed
[58], [12]. Firstly, the samples are projected to a subspace
of dimensionality lower than N − l using PCA, where l
denotes the number of classes or clusters for LDA or CDA
techniques respectively. Finally, LDA or CDA is applied for
the determination of final projection vectors.

More formally, the final transformation matrix Wf is given
by:

Wf = MPMD, (10)

where

MP = argmax
W

tr[WTSTW], (11)

MD = argmax
W

tr[WT
(
MT

PSBMP

)
W]

tr[WT
(
MT

PSWMP

)
W]

. (12)

SB , SW denote SLDA
B , SLDA

W or SCDA
B , SCDA

W , respectively.

III. SYMMETRIC SUBSPACE LEARNING

Many computer vision problems operate on symmetric
image patterns, such as facial images or facial details (eyes,
mouth, nose) as illustrated in Figure 2. In such cases, sym-
metry is a main characteristic of the image data. Therefore, it
would be expected for the generated SL outputs to be symmet-
ric, in order to achieve a higher generalization capability and
not to suffer from the over-training phenomenon. Therefore,
the generated projection vectors should be symmetric as well.

However, this does not usually happen for the following
reasons. Firstly, the image training set very often consists of
a small number of image samples, resulting in a poor pattern
representation and, therefore, in a bad pattern learning and
generalization. A second reason is that the image samples
are not strictly symmetric since, e.g., facial expressions or
poses may be unsymmetric. As a result, the SL output is
not symmetric either. There are several solutions to overcome
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Fig. 2. Facial images under various illumination conditions, expressions and
facial details ([59]).

these problems. The first one is to increase the number of
samples in the image training set and, thus, to obtain a
better image representation. A second possible solution is to
perform manual training data selection, in order to exclude
image samples which are not quite symmetric. However,
these solutions are neither efficient nor easy to be applied,
because on one hand it is difficult to increase the number of
samples, while, on the other hand, it is quite tedious to select
the symmetric samples. Also, the decision concerning what
samples are symmetric is ambiguous, since all the samples
are usually inevitably asymmetric.

In this section, we modify the SL techniques, so that the
property of symmetry is taken into account. Firstly, we refer
to the necessary preprocessing steps so that image symmetry
to be retained when vectorizing the images. The symmetry
constraint is presented in Subsection III-B. Finally, in Subsec-
tions III-C to III-F, we describe symmetric extensions of the
SL techniques presented in Section II.

A. Image symmetry to vector symmetry

Symmetry is usually encountered in image classification
problems, which are two-dimensional data. Since the presented
SL techniques use vectors as input, it is necessary to provide an
appropriate scanning method corresponding to the order that a
set of pixels is read, which is able to retain the symmetry when
vectorizing the images. The two known scanning methods used
to convert an image to a vector, namely horizontal (row-wise)
and vertical (column-wise) scanning, are not appropriate for
the conversion of an image to a vector, when we want to
retain data symmetry. An alternative scanning method, which
maintains the image symmetry and, therefore, can be used in
symmetric SL techniques, is shown in Figure 3. By applying
such a scanning, the symmetry along the vertical axis is
retained. Similarly, we can apply a corresponding scanning
to convert a symmetric image into a vector on the horizontal
axis or on any directional axis.

When symmetry is not a-priori known, it can be automat-
ically detected using a symmetry detection algorithm [60],

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. The alternative scanning method of an image for a) even and (b) odd
column number N .

[61], [62]. By performing such an algorithm, the images can
be normalized to have e.g., vertical symmetry. The images
can be transformed in symmetric vectors then by applying the
corresponding scanning method.

In both cases, either the symmetry is known a-priori (e.g.,
in facial images) or it is detected using a symmetry detec-
tion algorithm, the proposed symmetric subspace analysis is
applied afterwards.

B. Symmetry Constraint
In the proposed SL techniques, the goal is the determination

of projection vectors that are symmetric, so that the samples
are projected in symmetric discriminant subspaces. The sym-
metry error of a vector w = [w1, w2, . . . , wd−1, wd]

T is given
by the following equation:

sw =

d/2∑
i=1

(wi − wd+1−i)
2
. (13)

The objective functions used in SL techniques use projection
matrices. Therefore, we define a symmetry matrix A, whose
multiplication with a projection vector (wTAATw) should
measure the projection vector symmetry. If the d×d symmetry
matrix takes the form:

A =



1√
2

0 . . . 0 − 1√
2

0 1√
2

. . . − 1√
2

0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 − 1√
2

. . . 1√
2

0

− 1√
2

0 . . . 0 1√
2

 , (14)

it can be easily proven that:

sw = wTAATw =

d/2∑
i=1

(wi − wd+1−i)
2
. (15)

It is straightforward to prove that an equivalent, but compu-
tationally superior, form of A is the following d× d

2 matrix:

A =



1√
2

0 . . .

0 1√
2

. . .
...

...
. . .

0 − 1√
2

. . .

− 1√
2

0 . . .

 . (16)
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Our goal is to introduce this constraint in the objective
functions of the SL techniques presented in Section II, by
minimizing the quantity tr[WTAATW].

C. Symmetric Principal Component Analysis

The objective of Symmetric Principal Component Analysis
(SPCA) is to calculate those projection vectors w, which both
maximize the projected sample variance and are symmetric.

Specifically, we want to maximize tr[WTSTW] in order to
maximize the variance of the projected samples, while, on the
other hand, we want to minimize tr[WTAATW], in order to
minimize the symmetry error of the projection vectors. Thus,
we define the following objective function:

J(W) = arg max
WTW=I

tr[WTSTW]

(1− s) tr[WT IW] + s tr[WTAATW]
,

(17)
where I is the m × m identity matrix and s ∈ [0, 1] is a
symmetry factor that controls the symmetry of w. The identity
matrix I is used to control the level of symmetry error to
overcome the singularity of AAT . It is obvious that, for
s = 0, SPCA is equivalent to PCA, while, as s → 1, the
level of symmetry of the projection vectors is maximized. For
avoiding the trivial solution, W is constrained by imposing the
orthogonal constraint [63]. The solution of (17) is given by the
solution of following generalized eigenvalue decomposition
problem:

ST ·w = λ ·
(
(1− s)I+ sAAT

)
·w, (18)

by keeping the m′ eigenvectors of ST that correspond to the
m′ largest eigenvalues.

To show the effectiveness of PCA and the symmetric
extension, we applied them to ETH-80 database [64]. It con-
tains images from eight categories: apple, pear, tomato, cow,
horse, dog, cup and car. We have used the object categories
corresponding to symmetric objects (apple, cup, pear, tomato).
The database was randomly divided into two subsets. The
first subset was used as training set, while the second one
as test set. Figure 4 illustrates the 2-D projections of the test
samples using the projection spaces determined by PCA and
SPCA, respectively. It can be easily seen that 2-D projection
corresponding to SPCA has improved discriminant ability in
comparison to PCA.
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Fig. 4. a) PCA and b) SPCA 2-D projections for the ETH-80 database [64].

D. Symmetric Linear Discriminant Analysis

The objective of Symmetric Linear Discriminant Analysis
(SLDA) is to exploit symmetry for the determination of
projection vectors w, which both increase class discrimination
and are symmetric.

To this end, we want to maximize tr[WTSLDA
B W], so

that the dispersion of samples from different classes will be
maximized after the projection, while, at the same time, we
want to minimize a) the trace of the WTSLDA

W W so that
samples from the same classes will come as close as possible
to their mean vector after the projection and b) to minimize the
trace of the WTAATW, so that the symmetry error becomes
as small as possible after the projection:

J(W) = arg max
WTW=I

tr[WTSLDA
B W]

(1− s) tr[WTSLDA
W W] + s tr[WTAATW]

.

(19)
The solution of (19) is approximated by the following gener-
alized eigenvalue decomposition problem:

SLDA
B ·w = λ ·

(
(1− s)SLDA

W + sAAT
)
·w, (20)

by keeping the m′ eigenvectors that correspond to the m′

largest eigenvalues. The upper bound on m′, as in the case
of LDA, is c− 1, where c is the total number of classes.

To highlight the effectiveness of SLDA we used the ETH-
80 database. LDA and SLDA projection matrices were deter-
mined by a part of the database, while the remaining images
were projected onto the two determined projection spaces.
Figure 5 illustrates the two 2-D projections as obtained by
LDA ans SLDA, respectively. In the case of LDA, projected
samples are not separated well. On the other hand, it is obvious
that SLDA achieves a better projection: samples belonging to
“pear” and “cup” classes are clearly separated, while a better
separation is achieved between samples belonging to “apple”
and “tomato” classes.
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Fig. 5. a) LDA and b) SLDA 2-D projections for the ETH-80 database [64].

E. Symmetric Clustering based Discriminant Analysis
In the same context, the objective of Symmetric Clustering

based Discriminant Analysis (SCDA) is to determine the
projection vectors w that increase cluster discrimination and
are symmetric, by optimizing:

J(W) = arg max
WTW=I

tr[WTSCDA
B W]

(1− s) tr[WTSCDA
W W] + s tr[WTAATW]

.

(21)
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The solution of (21) is approximated by solving the following
generalized eigenvalue decomposition problem:

SCDA
B ·w = λ ·

(
(1− s)SCDA

W + sAAT
)
·w, (22)

by keeping the m′ eigenvectors that correspond to the m′

largest eigenvalues. Because the maximum number of nonzero
eigenvalues is equal to d− 1, as described in Subsection II-C,
the upper bound on m′ is d− 1, where d is the total number
of clusters of the samples.

Like LDA and PCA, two projection matrices were deter-
mined by CDA and SCDA using the ETH-80 database. Figure
6 illustrates the two obtained 2-D projections. As can be
clearly seen, SCDA achieves to determine a projection space
with improved discriminant ability in comparison to CDA.
That is, “pear” and “cup” classes are well separated, while
a better separation is achieved between “apple” and “tomato”
classes.
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Fig. 6. a) CDA and b) SCDA 2-D projections for the ETH-80 database [64].

F. Symmetric Principal Component Analysis plus Symmetric
Discriminant Analysis

The same approach can be followed for PCA+LDA or
PCA+CDA, for employing symmetry constraints. Firstly,
SPCA is applied to map the samples’ space into the SPCA
space. SPCA is used instead of PCA technique, because PCA
would cause the loss of symmetry of the projected samples in
the PCA space, and thus applying the SDA techniques would
be meaningless. Finally, in SPCA space, a SDA technique
(SLDA or SCDA) is applied using a modified symmetry
constraint to compute the final projection vectors. A modified
symmetry constraint should be used because our goal is to
determine projection vectors that are symmetric with respect
to the initial space and not the SPCA space, Specifically, a
final projection vector wf is derived as follows

wf = MSPwSD, (23)

where MSP is the SPCA transformation matrix and wSD is
a generated projection vector from an SDA technique. Using
(15) and (23), the symmetry of wf is computed as follows

Swf
= wT

f AATwf

= (MSPwSD)
T
AATMSPwSD

= wT
SDMT

SPAATMSPwSD.

Therefore, in the case of SDA techniques the symmetry
constraint is MT

SPAATMSP .
Finally, the final transformation matrix Wf is given by

Wf = MSPMSD, (24)

where MSP and MSD are given by (25) and (26) at the
bottom of the page, respectively.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
symmetric SL techniques and we compare it with the perfor-
mance of the standard SL techniques in real-databases, which
contain symmetric data. We selected three pattern recognition
problems: 1) facial expression recognition, 2) face recognition
and 3) object categorization.

In all the experiments, the recognition process is performed
as follows. First, we convert each image into a vector by
using the scanning method presented in Subsection III-A.
Then, we calculate the projection subspace, by applying a
SL technique to the training set. During testing, the samples
are projected into the corresponding subspace. Finally, the
projected samples were classified using the Nearest Centroid
(NC) and k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) classifiers. kNN was used
for k = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11. In all classifiers, the Euclidean distance
measure is adopted. The SL techniques applied are PCA, LDA,
CDA, PCA+LDA, PCA+CDA together with the corresponding
symmetric extensions. The new dimensionality of PCA has
been defined by maintaining the 99% of the total eigenvalue
sum of the training set, while in DA techniques the new dimen-
sionality was l−1, where l is the number of classes or clusters
for LDA or CDA techniques, respectively. For clustering-
based SL techniques (CDA, SCDA), the training set is divided
into a number of clusters, by applying various clustering
techniques. For ease of representation, we will follow the
notation CDA(a,n), where a denotes the clustering technique
(km for k-means and fcm for fuzzy c-means) and n is the
number of clusters. SPCA was used for s = 0.0, 0.1, ..., 1.0,
while SLDA and SCDA were used for s = 0.0, 0.1, ..., 0.9999.

The results of our experiments on facial expression recogni-
tion, face recognition and object categorization are presented
in Subsections IV-A, IV-B and IV-C, respectively. Subsection
IV-D describes the effect of the symmetry factor in the

MSP = arg max
WTW=I

tr[WTSTW]

(1− s) tr[WT IW] + s tr[WTAATW]
(25)

MSD = arg max
WTW=I

tr[WT
(
MT

SPSBMSP

)
W]

(1− s) tr[WT
(
MT

SPSWMSP

)
W] + s tr[WT

(
MT

SPAATMSP

)
W]

(26)
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performance of the presented techniques, the symmetry error
of generated projection vectors and the new dimensionality of
the obtained subspaces. Finally, a different usage of symmetry
is presented and is compared with the results of our proposed
techniques in Subsection IV-E.

A. Experiments on Facial Expression Recognition

The COHN-KANADE [65], BU [66], JAFFE [67] and FER-
AIIA [68] face databases were used in our experiments for
facial expression recognition. Each facial image belongs to
one of the following seven facial expressions: anger, disgust,
happiness, fear, sadness, surprise and neutral expression. The
COHN-KANADE database contains 210 subjects of age be-
tween 18 and 50 years (69% female, 31% male, 81% Euro-
American, 13% Afro-American and 6% other groups). We
used 35 images of each facial expression. The BU database
consists of 100 subjects (60% female and 40% male) with a
variety of ethnic/racial background, including White, Black,
East-Asian, Middle-east Asian, Hispanic Latino and others.
All expressions, except the neutral one, are expressed at four
intensity levels. The most expressive intensity of each facial
expression was used in our experiments. The JAFFE database
contains 213 images depicting 10 Japanese female subjects.
Each subject has 3 or 4 images of each facial expression. We
used 3 images for subject of each facial expression in our
experiments. The FER-AIIA database has been constructed
from the Artificial Intelligence and Information Analysis
Laboratory, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece. It
consists of image sequences depicting five persons. Each
person interprets each of the 7 expressions, starting from the
neutral expression and ending with the expression of maximum
intensity. In our experiments, we used 20 images of maximum
intensity for each expression for each of the five persons. All
facial images were cropped to include only the subject’s facial
region containing the main facial features (as eyebrows, eyes,
nose and mouse). The cropped face images were resized to
40 × 30 pixels. In Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10, a cropped facial
image for all facial expressions of the COHN-KANADE, BU,
JAFFE and FER-AIIA databases is shown, respectively.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Fig. 7. A cropped image for all facial expressions of the Cohn-Kanade
database: (a) neutral, (b) angry, (c) disgusted, (d) feared, (e) happy, (f) sad,
and (g) surprised.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Fig. 8. A cropped image for all facial expressions of a subject of the BU
database: (a) neutral, (b) angry, (c) disgusted, (d) feared, (e) happy, (f) sad,
and (g) surprised.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Fig. 9. A cropped image for all facial expressions of a subject of the JAFFE
database: (a) neutral, (b) angry, (c) disgusted, (d) feared, (e) happy, (f) sad,
and (g) surprised.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Fig. 10. A cropped image of each facial expression for a subject from the
FER-AIIA database: (a) neutral, (b) angry, (c) disgusted, (d) feared, (e) happy,
(f) sad, and (g) surprised.

We begin the description of experimental results with the
COHN-KANADE, BU and JAFFE databases. The application
of DA techniques (LDA, CDA, SLDA, SCDA) on the above
databases encounters computational difficulties due to the
’small sample size’ problem. For this reason, in order to
examine the behaviour of the proposed techniques on bigger
databases, we constructed enriched versions of above three
databases following the process described in [68]. Specifically,
each facial image was translated, rotated and scaled according
to 25 different geometric transformations. Each eye has five
possible positions: original position, one-pixel left, right, up
and down (resulting into 25 pairs). Therefore, the enriched ver-
sion of a database consists of the original database (centered
images) and the 24 shifted images for each centered image.

We conducted two series of experiments, one by using
the original data version and the second one by using the
enriched versions. In the second case, testing was performed
by using the centered facial images. To estimate the recogni-
tion accuracy, we used the 5-fold cross validation procedure.
More specifically, each database was divided into 5 non-
overlapping subsets. Each experiment includes five training-
test procedures (folds). In each fold, the techniques were
trained by using 4 subsets and testing was performed on
the remaining subset. Recognition accuracy was measured
by using the mean classification rate over all five folds.
For the COHN-KANADE experiments, each subset contained
20% of the facial images for each class based on random
selection. For the BU and JAFFE databases, we performed
person-independent experiments: each subset contained the
entire set of the facial images from 20% of the persons.
Thus, the facial images of each person were either in the
training or in the test set. We used the same partition of the
databases in the experiments performed on the original and
the enriched databases. The results obtained for the COHN-
KANADE, BU and JAFFE databases, are shown in Tables I,
II and III, respectively. In the first column of these tables, the
applied SL techniques are given. The second and third columns
illustrate the best recognition accuracies obtained by applying
the standard SL and symmetric SL techniques on the original
version of the databases. The next two columns illustrate the
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best recognition accuracies obtained for the enriched version
of the databases. The best results are shown in bold.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE BEST RECOGNITION ACCURACIES (MEAN ± STD

%) OF STANDARD SL VERSUS SYMMETRIC SL ON THE COHN-KANADE
DATABASE

Original database Enriched database
technique Standard Symmetric Standard Symmetric
PCA 33.88±3.20 37.55±5.15 37.55±4.87 37.96±4.65
LDA - - 73.88±6.24 75.92±4.68
CDA(km,2) - - 65.31±10.4 68.57±7.00
CDA(fcm,2) - - 66.53±6.98 70.20±8.42
CDA(km,3) - - 60.82±9.27 65.71±10.75
CDA(fcm,3) - - 66.53±6.32 69.80±6.01
PCA+LDA 68.98±6.45 72.24±6.01 76.73±4.32 78.37±4.13
PCA+CDA(km,2) 63.67±4.54 67.35±6.12 68.98±10.26 71.43±10.05
PCA+CDA(fcm,2) 64.49±3.99 66.94±3.54 69.80±10.01 71.84±10.16
PCA+CDA(km,3) 61.63±6.27 63.27±6.54 63.27±5.97 66.94±6.42
PCA+CDA(fcm,3) 60.41±5.64 65.31±5.69 65.31±9.21 68.98±7.74

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE BEST RECOGNITION ACCURACIES (MEAN ± STD
%) OF STANDARD SL VERSUS SYMMETRIC SL ON THE BU DATABASE

Original database Enriched database
technique Standard Symmetric Standard Symmetric
PCA 44.00±1.88 46.29±2.79 51.86±3.15 51.71±1.51
LDA - - 67.86±6.42 69.29±4.12
CDA(km,2) - - 67.29±4.65 69.00±4.86
CDA(fcm,2) - - 68.14±5.54 69.86±4.67
CDA(km,3) - - 68.71±6.78 69.71±2.24
CDA(fcm,3) - - 68.86±6.12 69.00±5.45
PCA+LDA 64.86±4.54 66.43±4.69 70.14±5.79 70.57±5.97
PCA+CDA(km,2) 63.57±3.87 65.57±4.21 68.00±6.15 67.86±5.89
PCA+CDA(fcm,2) 63.43±4.54 65.71±5.19 69.14±6.42 71.14±4.65
PCA+CDA(km,3) 61.57±2.94 64.57±1.01 69.29±4.71 69.57±4.51
PCA+CDA(fcm,3) 62.29±4.81 65.43±4.11 69.14±5.76 70.00±6.32

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE BEST RECOGNITION ACCURACIES (MEAN ± STD
%) OF STANDARD SL VERSUS SYMMETRIC SL ON THE JAFFE DATABASE

Original database Enriched database
technique Standard Symmetric Standard Symmetric
PCA 38.10±9.71 43.81±11.21 49.05±11.75 50.00±11.81
LDA - - 52.86±12.46 55.24±12.25
CDA(km,2) - - 49.52±12.20 51.90±11.10
CDA(fcm,2) - - 48.57±11.10 52.38±12.39
CDA(km,3) - - 46.19±11.82 51.43±11.54
CDA(fcm,3) - - 48.10±10.94 52.86±11.12
PCA+LDA 51.90±11.72 58.57±11.14 52.38±13.84 60.48±11.71
PCA+CDA(km,2) 52.86±12.81 56.67±9.36 46.67±14.79 58.57±9.26
PCA+CDA(fcm,2) 54.29±12.41 58.10±12.47 50.95±13.21 61.43±8.37
PCA+CDA(km,3) 53.81±13.91 57.14±12.45 55.71±11.41 61.43±10.46
PCA+CDA(fcm,3) 54.57±12.21 57.14±11.21 54.29±13.88 61.43±9.06

We observe that:

• In small training sets (original databases) symmetric tech-
niques achieve much better performance than the standard
ones. In larger training sets (enriched databases), the
symmetric SL techniques also outperform the standard
ones, but not at the same as in the original database case.
This confirms our claim that the proposed symmetric
extensions achieve a higher generalization in the cases
where the training data do not represent the real class

structure by exploiting the knowledge that the problem is
formed by symmetrical patterns.

• In databases with a small number of samples, the use of
symmetry improves the performance of SL techniques to
a larger extent compared to larger databases. Thus, when
the training set is small (JAFFE), the standard techniques
achieve poor generalization, while the corresponding
symmetric techniques overcome this problem by using
the a-priori knowledge of symmetry. On the other hand,
on databases with a large training set, such as (BU),
there is a better representation of samples. Therefore, the
possibility that standard and symmetric techniques will
achieve a similar degree of generalization is bigger.

In order to compare the generalization ability of the standard
techniques and the corresponding symmetric extensions we
used the FER-AIIA database. More specifically, the training
set consists of all the centered and shifted facial images of
the three databases (COHN-CANADE, BU and JAFFE), while
the test set consists of the FER-AIIA facial images. In this
experiment, only the NC classifier was used. The results are
presented in Table IV.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF THE BEST RECOGNITION ACCURACIES (%) OF

STANDARD SL VERSUS SYMMETRIC SL ON THE FER-AIIA DATABASE.

technique Standard Symmetric
PCA 22.71 24.00
LDA 31.86 33.43
CDA(km,2) 33.14 35.14
CDA(fcm,2) 32.14 33.14
CDA(km,3) 30.71 32.29
CDA(fcm,3) 31.71 33.86
CDA(km,4) 28.29 30.14
CDA(fcm,4) 30.86 32.43
PCA+LDA 34.29 35.00
PCA+CDA(km,2) 34.43 35.86
PCA+CDA(fcm,2) 33.86 37.57
PCA+CDA(km,3) 31.14 35.29
PCA+CDA(fcm,3) 33.00 35.14
PCA+CDA(km,4) 29.57 36.71
PCA+CDA(fcm,4) 33.43 33.57

At first, we observe that, in this experiment, the recognition
accuracy is quite smaller than in previous experiments. This
is due to the fact that different databases have been used for
training and for testing. This means that there are different
illumination conditions and different geometric transforma-
tions (scaling, rotation, translation) applied to facial images
of the training and test sets. We notice that, in all the
cases, the symmetric techniques achieve better recognition
accuracies when compared to the standard ones. Therefore,
we can conclude that under these conditions, the symmetric
SL techniques achieve greater generalization on unknown data.

Finally, we conducted experiments with images rotated in
random angles for assessing the proposed techniques in cases
where symmetry axis is not known. That is, we constructed
three new datasets based on the original data versions of
the COHN-CANADE, BU and JAFFE databases by rotating
each facial image in a random angle. An automatic symmetry
detection algorithm [60] has been applied in order to find the
symmetry axis and then the images have been normalized to
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become vertically symmetric. The alternative scanning method
presented in Subsection III-A has been applied for keeping
symmetry to vector representation and, then, the proposed
and the standard SL techniques have been applied. We used
the 5-fold cross validation procedure to estimate the recog-
nition accuracy. Some examples of rotated images and the
corresponding ones after normalization using the symmetry
detection algorithm are shown in Figure 11. The results are
presented in Table V. As can be seen, the increase in the
performance between the standard SL techniques and the
proposed ones ranges from 0.95% to 6.20%, highlighting the
superiority of the proposed techniques and the ability them
to cope with the small symmetry detection errors that occur
using the imposed symmetry constraint.

Fig. 11. Examples of rotated images (first row) and the corresponding ones
(second row) after applying symmetry detection [60].

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF THE BEST RECOGNITION ACCURACIES (MEAN ± STD

%) OF STANDARD SL VERSUS SYMMETRIC SL ON THE ROTATED
VERSIONS OF THE COHN-KANADE, BU AND JAFFE DATABASES AFTER

SYMMETRY DETECTION

database technique Standard Symmetric
PCA 35.92±3.85 37.55±4.35
PCA+LDA 64.08±8.79 68.98±5.07

COHN- PCA+CDA(km,2) 58.78±3.41 63.67±5.25
KANADE PCA+CDA(fcm,2) 58.37±3.99 63.27±5.04

PCA+CDA(km,3) 55.92±6.36 60.00±7.71
PCA+CDA(fcm,3) 57.14±5.79 61.63±5.01

BU

PCA 39.14±4.77 42.43±3.76
PCA+LDA 59.00±6.14 61.14±6.04
PCA+CDA(km,2) 58.00±5.62 59.86±5.39
PCA+CDA(fcm,2) 58.71±3.12 60.57±4.07
PCA+CDA(km,3) 57.57±3.45 59.14±3.55
PCA+CDA(fcm,3) 59.57±3.67 60.71±3.68

JAFFE

PCA 38.57±7.14 39.52±5.35
PCA+LDA 39.52±12.79 41.90±7.04
PCA+CDA(km,2) 38.57±15.54 42.86±9.05
PCA+CDA(fcm,2) 38.57±5.85 44.77±6.02
PCA+CDA(km,3) 37.62±12.12 43.33±12.59
PCA+CDA(fcm,3) 41.43±6.51 43.33±7.12

B. Experiments on Face Recognition

We used the ORL [69], AR [59] and Extended YALE-B
[70] face databases in our experiments for face recognition.
The ORL database contains 400 images of 40 distinct persons
(10 images each). The images were captured at different times
and at different condition, including illumination conditions,
facial expressions (smiling/not smiling) and facial details
(open/closed eyes, with/without glasses). Furthermore, the

images were taken in frontal position with a tolerance for
some tilting and rotation of the face of up to 20 degrees. All
images are grayscale and normalized to a resolution of 112×92
pixels. The AR database contains over 4000 color images
corresponding to 70 male and 56 female faces. The images
were taken in frontal position with different facial expressions
(anger, smiling and screaming), illumination conditions (left
and/or right light on) and occlusions (sun glasses and scarf).
Each person participated in two recording sessions, separated
by two weeks (14 days) time. Each session contains 13 color
images. The same images were taken in both sessions. In
our experiments, we used a subset from the AR database,
which contains cropped images from 100 persons (50 men and
50 women) [71]. The Extended YALE-B database contains
images of 38 persons in 9 poses and under 64 illumination
conditions. We used only the frontal cropped images [72]. All
images were resized to 40 × 30 pixels, in our experiments.
Some example facial images from the ORL, the AR and the
Extended YALE-B databases are displayed in Figures 12, 13
and 14, respectively.

Fig. 12. Sample images from the ORL database.

Fig. 13. Sample images from the AR database.

Fig. 14. Sample images from the Extended YALE-B database.

We conducted five series of experiments, for the above
databases. In each experiment, the 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and
50% of images per person were randomly selected for training.
The remaining images were used for testing. For each exper-
iment the standard PCA, PCA+LDA, PCA+CDA(km,2) and
PCA+CDA(fcm,2) techniques, and the corresponding symmet-
ric extensions were applied. The direct application of the DA
techniques in all the databases was impossible because of the
’small sample size’ problem. Also, for the ORL database, the
application of the DA techniques was impossible, because of
the fact that the training set size is quite small. The results
obtained for the ORL, AR and Extended YALE-B databases,
are illustrated in Tables VI, VII and VIII, respectively.

From these results, we can observe the following:
• For the ORL and the Extended YALE-B databases the

symmetric SL techniques outperform the standard SL
ones. Therefore, we can conclude that for symmetric
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patterns (such as a human face), where the samples have
symmetry error, either because the facial pose is not ex-
actly frontal (ORL database case), or due to illumination
variations (Extended YALE-B database), the proposed
techniques achieve better data representation and are not
affected by the symmetry noise of the images.

• In some cases (AR database) PCA and PCA+LDA out-
performed SPCA and SPCA+SLDA. A possible expla-
nation for this is that AR database comprises of facial
images varying in facial expressions and occlusion. Such
conditions do not effect image symmetry. Thus, the
symmetric techniques can not achieve a better degree of
generalization, in comparison to the standard ones.

• We can observe that SPCA+SCDA achieves better re-
sults when compared to PCA+CDA. This can be ex-
plained by the fact that some facial images varied in
illumination conditions. Thus, the clustering technique
in SPCA+SCDA results to better clusters than in the
case of PCA+CDA. This can be observed in Figure
15, where the results of k-means based clustering are
illustrated. In the case of SPCA+SCDA, the facial images
are clustered in two clusters according to the illumina-
tion conditions, which is not the case for PCA+CDA.
Therefore, SPA+SCDA can achieve better generalization
by exploiting data symmetry.

C. Experiments on Object Categorization

In the experiments on object categorization we used the
ETH-80 [64] database. It contains images from eight cate-
gories: apple, pear, tomato, cow, horse, dog, cup and car. For

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. Results of k-means clustering in (a) PCA+LDA, and (b)
SPCA+SCDA.

each category there are images of ten different objects. Each
object has been captured by 41 different views. In our experi-
ments we used the version, in which entire objects appear. The
images were resized to 32× 32 pixels. In our experiments we
have used the object categories that correspond to symmetric
objects (apple, cup, pear, tomato). Examples for each category
are shown in Figure 16.

We evaluated the performance of the proposed techniques
using the 5-fold cross validation procedure. Specifically, im-
ages of each object were either in the training set or the test
set. The results are shown in Table IX. As can be seen, the
symmetric techniques outperform the corresponding standard

TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF THE BEST RECOGNITION ACCURACIES (%) OF STANDARD SL VERSUS SYMMETRIC SL ON THE ORL DATABASE

Training set 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
technique Standard Symmetric Standard Symmetric Standard Symmetric Standard Symmetric Standard Symmetric
PCA 71.67 73.33 81.88 85.00 85.36 89.29 88.75 90.83 90.50 92.00
PCA+LDA - - 80.94 87.81 85.36 91.07 88.33 90.83 88.50 93.50
PCA+CDA(km,2) - - - - 85.00 93.57 85.83 92.50 85.00 95.00
PCA+CDA(fcm,2) - - - - 85.00 93.21 84.17 92.92 87.00 95.00

TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF THE BEST RECOGNITION ACCURACIES (%) OF STANDARD SL VERSUS SYMMETRIC SL ON THE AR DATABASE

Training set 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
technique Standard Symmetric Standard Symmetric Standard Symmetric Standard Symmetric Standard Symmetric
PCA 23.91 24.13 27.81 32.38 39.89 39.67 44.69 45.38 59.54 60.15
PCA+LDA 48.17 47.39 48.86 52.52 65.94 65.17 60.94 60.88 80.85 81.54
PCA+CDA(km,2) 41.00 45.91 49.62 52.81 64.39 65.61 59.31 62.94 72.46 82.08
PCA+CDA(fcm,2) 41.00 44.43 49.24 52.33 63.89 63.89 59.44 60.56 79.62 82.23

TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF THE BEST RECOGNITION ACCURACIES (%) OF STANDARD SL VERSUS SYMMETRIC SL ON THE EXTENDED YALE-B DATABASE

Training set 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
technique Standard Symmetric Standard Symmetric Standard Symmetric Standard Symmetric Standard Symmetric
PCA 41.15 47.23 55.06 60.53 60.58 63.45 67.59 73.06 74.01 82.73
PCA+LDA 68.83 73.23 81.53 84.00 85.20 86.02 91.14 92.24 94.82 95.64
PCA+CDA(km,2) 71.82 76.27 79.98 83.80 81.75 85.73 90.10 92.17 94.24 95.39
PCA+CDA(fcm,2) 71.19 77.00 81.53 84.00 83.68 85.96 90.79 92.04 94.16 95.48
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 16. Example objects from the ETH-80 database: (a) apple, (b) cup, (c)
pear, and (d) tomato.

ones. Indeed, a large improvement in recognition accuracy
is observed when symmetry constraints are exploited. For
example, in the CDA(km,2) case the improvement is about
7.68%.

TABLE IX
COMPARISON OF THE BEST RECOGNITION ACCURACIES (MEAN ± STD %)

OF STANDARD SL VERSUS SYMMETRIC SL ON THE ETH-80 DATABASE.

technique Standard Symmetric
PCA 85.43±8.56 86.22±8.42
LDA 74.88±3.84 81.52±5.18
CDA(km,2) 75.67±6.87 83.35±7.12
CDA(fcm,2) 76.52±5.89 83.23±6.47
CDA(km,3) 76.34±4.41 83.66±6.28
CDA(fcm,3) 76.46±5.49 83.41±6.66
CDA(km,4) 76.95±7.01 83.84±8.02
CDA(fcm,4) 76.34±5.87 82.68±7.26
PCA+LDA 85.00±5.62 87.20±6.59
PCA+CDA(km,2) 85.73±9.28 87.50±8.84
PCA+CDA(fcm,2) 85.98±8.92 87.38±9.04
PCA+CDA(km,3) 86.52±8.89 88.00±9.74
PCA+CDA(fcm,3) 86.59±8.47 88.05±9.01
PCA+CDA(km,4) 85.98±8.84 88.11±9.41
PCA+CDA(fcm,4) 86.40±7.91 87.93±7.29

In order to examine the performance of the proposed SL
techniques on asymmetric data, we used the entire ETH-80
dataset which has both symmetric and asymmetric objects
and also multiple views from which some objects are not
symmetric, as shown in Figure 17. The 5-fold cross validation
procedure is used for evaluation. In this case, the optimal
value of s has been learned form the training set for each
fold using cross-validation and this value was used in testing.
In our experiments, the optimal value of s found was 0.7
on average. For fully asymmetric datasets, it is expected that
the optimal value of s learned during training using cross-
validation to be close to zero. The results, as shown in Table
X, illustrate that the proposed techniques are able to cope
with partial symmetry giving improved performance. Indeed,
the performance of the proposed approaches is about 0.5%-
5.5% better than the standard SL techniques. Therefore, we
can notice that in some cases the symmetry constraint can
act as a general regularizer that prevents overfitting even for
assymetric objects.

Fig. 17. Example objects of the category “car” from the ETH-80 database.

TABLE X
COMPARISON OF THE BEST RECOGNITION ACCURACIES (MEAN ± STD
%) OF STANDARD SL VERSUS SYMMETRIC SL ON THE ENTIRE ETH-80

DATABASE.

technique Standard Symmetric
PCA 71.80±5.22 74.36±5.94
LDA 67.04±5.78 70.40±6.48
CDA(km,2) 68.93±5.28 71.95±5.01
CDA(fcm,2) 68.63±4.66 72.32±4.09
CDA(km,3) 69.54±5.98 72.77±5.26
CDA(fcm,3) 68.51±4.62 72.17±4.88
PCA+LDA 69.48±7.34 69.76±6.12
PCA+CDA(km,2) 71.46±5.82 74.06±5.95
PCA+CDA(fcm,2) 72.29±5.22 73.96±5.33
PCA+CDA(km,3) 71.71±6.49 76.04±6.61
PCA+CDA(fcm,3) 71.22±5.95 76.77±5.12

D. The Effect of Symmetry Factor

The symmetry factor s is a critical parameter in symmetric
SL techniques. In this subsection, we show the effect of
the symmetry factor in the performance of symmetric SL
techniques, the symmetry error of generated projection vectors
and the subspace dimensionality in the case of SPCA. For this
reason, we performed a series of experiments on the facial
expression recognition databases. Specifically, we applied the
SPCA, SLDA, SCDA(km,2) and SCDA(fcm,2) techniques in
the enriched versions of the COHN-KANADE, BU and JAFFE
databases. In these experiments, we did not use all 24 shifted
images for each centered image, but we randomly selected 12
shifted images. We used enriched databases to overcome the
small sample size problem. On the other hand, we did not use
a large number of shifted images to show the importance of
the symmetry factor. In all the experiments, we used the 5-fold
cross validation procedure.
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Fig. 18. The recognition accuracy of (a) SPCA, (b) SLDA, (c) SCDA(km,2),
and (d) SCDA(fcm,2) techniques, on COHN-KANADE, BU and JAFFE
databases.

The performance of SPCA, SLDA, SCDA(km,2) and
SCDA(fcm,2) techniques and the comparison with the cor-
responding standard SL techniques are displayed in Figure
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18. In SPCA and DA techniques we used the kNN and the
NC classifiers, respectively. It is easy to see that the most
appropriate region of s is between 0.6 and 0.9 for the COHN-
KANADE and the BU databases, while in the case of JAFFE
database it is between 0.9 and 1.0.
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Fig. 19. The projection vectors symmetry error of (a) SPCA, (b) SLDA, (c)
SCDA(km,2), and (d) SCDA(fcm,2) techniques, on COHN-KANADE, BU
and JAFFE databases.
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Fig. 20. The new dimensionality of SPCA, on COHN-KANADE, BU and
JAFFE databases.

Figure 19 illustrates the average symmetry error of the
projection vectors. As expected, the symmetry error of the
generated projection vectors decreases as the factor increases.
Figure 20 illustrates the new dimensionality of SPCA by
maintaining the 99% of the total eigenvalue sum of the
training set. As can be seen, a better dimensionality reduction
is achieved as the factor increases. For example, the 99%
of the total eigenvalue sum corresponds to maintaining 320
eigenvectors in the case of PCA for the COHN-KANADE
database, whereas SPCA (s=1) needs 150 eigenvectors only,
respectively. Therefore, in the SPCA (s=1) case a compression
of about 50% is achieved.

Figure 21 shows the reconstructed versions of test images
using the SPCA projection vectors of the training images. We
clearly see that the reconstructed versions of the images are
more symmetric as the symmetry factor increases, resulting

in a better image representation by keeping the main char-
acteristics of the face. Specifically, SPCA corrects the image
registration errors and the direction of eye gaze in the first two
images and discards the effects of illumination variations in
the next two ones.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k)

Fig. 21. Original images from the BU ((a),(b)) and YALE-B ((c),(d))
databases (first row) and their reconstructed versions (next rows) using the
projection vectors determined by SPCA for s: (e) 0.0, (f) 0.2, (g) 0.4, (h) 0.5,
(j) 0.6, (i) 0.8, and (k) 1.0.

Fig. 22. PCA (first row) and SPCA (second row) Eigenfaces from the ORL
database.

Fig. 23. PCA+LDA (first row) and SPCA+SLDA (second row) Fisherfaces
from the ORL database.
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Finally, Figure 22 shows the Eigenfaces obtained for the
ORL database. The first row illustrates Eigenfaces generated
by applying PCA technique, while the second row contains
Eigenfaces generated by applying the symmetric extension of
PCA. Figure 23 shows the corresponding Fisherfaces obtained
for the ORL database. It is obvious that the use of symmetric
constraints leads to the correction of the pattern symmetry.

E. A different usage of symmetry
Until now, we used symmetry to modify the objective func-

tions of SL techniques and to produce symmetric projection
vectors. Alternatively, we can use this property to produce
symmetric projection vectors, by doubling the training set [73]:
for each sample, we add its inverted version. Thus, the standard
SL techniques will be able to learn the symmetry errors of the
training samples.

To test this approach, we created inverted versions for
COHN-KANADE, BU and JAFFE databases and we applied
the PCA, PCA+LDA and PCA+CDA(km,2) techniques. We
used the 5-cross validation procedure and the same partition
in training and test sets, used in Subsection IV-A, so that
the comparison of the results will be valid. The obtained
results are displayed in Figure 24 and are compared with the
corresponding results of Subsection IV-A. We can observe that
in some cases the application of standard SL techniques in the
inverted versions achieves better results than for the original
databases. Thus, the hypothesis that a better generalization can
be achieved is confirmed. In addition, comparing these results
with the results of the corresponding symmetric techniques
leads us to conclude that bigger generalization is achieved
with the proposed use of symmetry constraints, than with the
standard techniques plus image inversion.
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Fig. 24. Recognition accuracy on (a) COHN-KANADE, (b) BU, and (c)
JAFFE databases.

Figure 25 also illustrates the corresponding average symme-
try error of obtained projection vectors. It can be easily ob-
served that the symmetry error of the projection vectors always
decreases, as in the symmetric extensions of SL techniques.
Thus, the enrichment of the training set can produce symmetric
projection vectors. However, they are not appropriate for good
discrimination in symmetric databases, as described above.
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Fig. 25. The projection vectors symmetry error on (a) COHN-KANADE, (b)
BU, and (c) JAFFE databases.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied whether and how image symmetry
property can be exploited by SL techniques to increase their
performance. We showed that this is feasible by modifying
the objective functions of SL techniques with the introduction
of symmetry constraints. For this purpose, we proposed exten-
sions for PCA, LDA and CDA techniques which use symmetry
constraints in order to determine symmetric projection vectors.
The application of these techniques on artificial data belonging
to symmetric patterns and having high symmetry error showed
that they generate better projection vectors than standard SL
techniques. Similar results were obtained by applying the
proposed techniques on real datasets for facial expression and
face recognition and object categorization. The above results
lead to the conclusion that the proposed techniques improve
the robustness and the generalization ability of standard SL
techniques, even if the training set is small or the samples
contain a big symmetry error measure. Similar extensions
could be exploited for other SL and classification techniques.
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